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In 2005 , Chicagoan rap artist Kanye West, one of Hip-Hop ' s  most defi­
ant and politically incorrect rappers, decided to deviate from the tele­
prompter before him and instead voice his opinion on live television 
during a fundraiser to raise money for the victims of Hurricane Katrina, 
and the rebuilding of New Orleans.  When it was his turn to speak, West 
publicly stated "George Bush doesn't  like Black people ." The shocking 
comment caught the co-host of the telethon, Michael Myers , and the pro­
ducers by surprise. After days of watching Black people in New Orleans 
wade through filthy water, beg to be saved from their flooded homes and 
be referred to as "refugees" West was simply stating the opinion of many 
Blacks. From West' s and many other Black Americans '  perspective the 
government could not possibly care about the displacement and agony 
that victims of hurricane Katrina in New Orleans experienced based on 
its response. West identified former President Bush as the main culprit 
because he, as the nation' s  chief executive, represented the head of the 
American government. While the lack of efficient government response 
to its citizens shocked the world, many African Americans viewed the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency' s  inept response as simply an­
other link in the chain of political exclusion, lack of support and disre­
gard experienced by a marginalized community. Even before West made 
his statement, the slow response had been framed as a racial and class 
issue. In homes, barbershops,  beauty salons ,  around water coolers and 
other gathering spots the sentiment was that if the disaster had occurred 
in a city where the majority residents affected had been White and mid­
dle class ,  the response would have been completely different.2 
West was following a tradition of musicians who used their popular­
ity and celebrity status to speak for those whose voices and concerns are 
often not considered (Hon, 2008) .  From Scott Joplin to Marvin Gaye to 
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now, Kanye West, there has been a history of African American celebri­
ties utilizing their notoriety to demand a seat at the political table to ad­
vocate against injustice and provide a voice for the voiceless .  Billie 
Holiday' s "Strange Fruit" about the lynching of Blacks or Same Cooke ' s  
" A  Change i s  Gonna Come" are examples of discussing the govern­
ment' s lack of response to African Americans in a time of need. Thus,  
Blacks have used both overt and covert measures to resist injustice and 
demand equality . 
It is posited that "Black music may be viewed as a symbolization of 
the Black experience" (Walker 1 975 ,  2) .  One can gain an understanding 
of the various struggles and issues encountered by Blacks throughout 
their history in America by studying various forms of Black music dur­
ing different eras . Culture, specifically Black music, historically, has 
been a resistance mechanism that Blacks utilized to assert their visibility 
in arenas in which majority players deemed them invisible . Blacks have 
used culture to disseminate information, increase solidarity, fight against 
injustice and maintain political and social movements .  Culture has al­
lowed those who typically do not have a voice to assert their demands in 
political and social spheres from which they were systematically ostra­
cized. Music in the Black community has always represented a counter­
public for the ideas and attitudes of this community and has been signifi­
cant to resistance struggles for African Americans (Spence 20 1 1 ;  Ogbar 
2007 ; Levine 2006; Norfleet 2006; Harris-Lacewell 2004; Pough 2004) .  
However, one may question is there a particular Black ideology 
presented within political rap songs? I argue that yes, Black Nationalism 
is a dominant ideology presented within rap songs and this can be ob­
served by analyzing political rap lyrics .  This article examines the rela­
tionship between music and attitudes by observing the Black Nationalist 
attitudes presented in political rap songs .  
RAP MUSIC 
The oral tradition has been used regularly in the Black community as a 
means to articulate feelings and attitudes of members of the Black com­
munity. Out of this oral tradition arose one of the most influential music 
genres, rap music . It is widely concluded that rap music began with the 
Last Poets and the poetry of Gil Scott-Heron in the early 1 970' s  (Allen 
1 996; Ards 2004; Henderson 1 996). The Last Poets and Gil Scott-Heron 
incorporated unique styles in which they recited poetry over musical 
beats . While this style can be described as one of the foundations of 
modern rap many will trace the style of rap back further to the oral tradi­
tion of African griots and Black leaders (Kitwana 2002) .  Additionally , 
in rap there is a direct connection with the oral rhetoric of prominent 
Black leaders , demonstrating its commitment to the oral tradition. 
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Rap is defined as "a form of rhymed storytelling accompanied by 
highly rhythmic, electronically based music" and "a Black cultural ex­
pression that prioritizes Black voices from the margins of urban 
America" (Rose 1 994, 2) .  Similarly, Lusane (2004) defines rap as 
" . . .  the voice of the alienated, frustrated and rebellious Black youth who 
recognize their vulnerability and marginality in post-industrial America" 
(35 1 ) .  It is asserted that "members of the Hip-Hop movement started 
their disruption by making music and creating spaces for themselves 
when everything around them suggested exclusion" (Pough 2004, 287) .  
Therefore, rap music was one avenue for marginalized African Ameri­
cans to voice their discontent and present issues relevant to their segment 
of the population. Rap was largely a type of party music where the main 
emphasis was on the creativity of the disc-jockey (Rose, 1 994) . How­
ever, rap began to change and "no longer was it simply 'party' music but 
had taken on the character of a . . .  political movement that embraced 
themes of Black Nationalism" (Southern 1 997, 600) . 
From its beginnings in New York, rap has been a vehicle for the 
young and disenfranchised. Early on it provided dispatches from 
America' s crumbling inner cities ravaged by crack cocaine, violence and 
apathy from elected officials .  It has evolved into a multi-billion dollar 
industry, whose stars accumulate wealth its pioneers could only have 
imagined. Rap is used to sell everything from Hillshire Farms meat to 
sneakers and cars (Ogbar 2007) .  Yet in 20 1 3 ,  the political and economic 
circumstances which gave rise to this music genre persist. 
Political rap, a subgenre of the larger rap genre, follows the model 
of uniting African Americans through music by discussing issues rele­
vant to the Black community and providing information about injustices 
the community members face.  Rap in general is influential . Michael 
Dawson ( 1 999) states, " . . .  rap has become an integral part of a grape­
vine that is constantly critiquing the state of American race relations" 
(322). Similarly, the music of the Hip-Hop generation is critical for 
knowledge, awareness,  mobilization and action. Rap has a future as a 
political agent. In fact, Gwendolyn Pough (2004) contends that " . . .  rap ' s  
ability to move the crowd has the possibility to do more than make them 
dance ;  it could very well be used to spark political activism" ( 194) .  
However, it has been debated how much of an impact music has on the 
political attitudes of a listener (Henry 1 990) . 
For example, Lester Spence (20 1 1 )  argues that rap does impact 
Black political attitudes but not always in the direction proponents of 
Hip-Hop suggest. Spence argues that there is a relationship between rap 
consumption and support of Black Nationalist tenets as well as a height­
ened criticism of the American legal system. He also concludes that 
those who consume rap are more xenophobic (Spence 20 1 1 ) .  Similarly, 
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Cathy Cohen (20 1 0) finds in her research that exposure to rap music also 
impacts the political attitudes of youth. Specifically, those who are ex­
posed to rap assert more alienation from the political system but many 
youth do not think that rap music should be more political (Cohen 20 1 0) .  
These analyses are excellent and represent initial examinations o f  the 
influence of rap on political attitudes ;  however, this research does lack a 
crucial element that will allow political scientists, politicians and music 
artists to make a more concrete decision about how much rap music has 
an influence on political attitudes and that is the differentiation of sub­
genres of rap music . One cannot discuss rap as if it is a homogenous 
genre espousing one set of views and attitudes .  Like the Black commu­
nity, there are variations within Hip-Hop that demand separate analysis 
of its influence on political attitudes .  Rap, depending upon the song pro­
duced and the lyrics created, can have various effects on the political 
attitudes and behaviors of the Black community. 
MUSIC AS RESISTANCE 
Culture is often used to resist dominant ideologies and oppressive situa­
tions (Davis 1 989; Martinez 1 997 ; Mitchell and Feagin 1 995 ; Zillman et 
al . 1 995) .  Culture was and continues to be a resistance mechanism uti­
lized by Blacks in America since slavery. Researchers have argued that 
as they toiled, "through songs slaves could comment on their 
problems . . .  they could voice their despair and hopes and assert their 
humanity in an environment that constantly denied their humanness" 
(Southern 1 997, 1 56) . Enslaved Africans instituted a system of hidden 
transcripts through culture including music to resist (Southern 1 997 ; 
Neal 1 999) .  
Music continued its strong relationship between African American 
suffering,  oppression and fight for political inclusion during the Civil 
Rights era. Black music became more popular among mainstream 
American audiences because of its political emphasis on the future . 
Many artists used their songs to give commentary on the issues of the 
day. For instance, in "Mississippi Goddamn !" singer Nina Simone 
vented her outrage about the deaths of four little girls in a Birmingham 
church and other violent acts committed against Blacks in the South 
(Neal 1 999). Music not only provided information and attitudes but it 
also encouraged dedication, loyalty and persistence during the difficult, 
contentious times of the Civil Rights Movement (CRM) (Morris 1984) 
Accounts of the CRM detail the use of music to motivate marchers and 
reinforce non-violent responses, raise consciousness, provide comfort 
during times of incarceration, murder and violence and to express emo­
tions during times of pain, suffering, sadness, joy and celebration (Morris 
1 984; Garofalo 1 992) .  Following the CRM, artists continued to write 
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and produce political and socially conscious songs which took a stance 
against poverty in America, war, cultural pride, determination and segre­
gation as exemplified with Marvin Gaye ' s "What' s Going On," and "In­
ner City Blues" and Curtis Mayfield' s  "Keep on Pushing" and "We 
People Who are Darker than Blue" (Neal 1 999). Songs such as James 
Brown ' s  "Say it Loud: I 'm Black and I 'm Proud" not only served as 
background music for the Black Power movement within the Black com­
munity, but also increased racial solidarity and consciousness among Af­
rican Americans (Walker 1 975) .  
BRING THE PAIN : POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES WITHIN HlP-Hop 
There are numerous examples in the Hip-Hop community of using rap 
music to identify and discuss discrimination, poverty, racism, police bru­
tality and other social ills .  One song to do this has often been labeled the 
first political rap song, "The Message," by rap group Grandmaster Flash 
and the Furious Five (Neal 2004) .  This song described the reality for 
many living in urban communities. In this song the artists describe as­
pects of their lives in urban communities. They comment on the effects 
of living in harsh impoverished neighborhoods and the impact these con­
ditions have on a person' s  emotional and mental well-being (Southern 
1 997) . Similar to the previous Bebop era, rap music emerged as a re­
sponse to the injustices felt in urban communities, primarily in the 
north. 3  
Using rap to  detail the reality of  life for many urban Black Ameri­
cans was necessary as the images propagated in mainstream media only 
presented a "prototypical" Black character eliminating a diversity of ex­
periences,  thoughts and behaviors of urban youth (Neal 2004) . Rap has 
literally brought a voice to a segment of the community that was often 
alienated and dismissed. Rap allows urban youth to detail their stories 
and lives from their perspective instead of seeing distorted images of 
themselves in media, by politicians and through other leaders (Allen 
1 996; Norfleet 2006; Pough 2004; Rose 1 994) . 
Rap brings alternate images and relevant issues for people of color 
to the attention of larger society. However, these images may not have 
been received by mainstream America during the time because of the 
marginalization of this segment of the community. Hancock (2004) ex­
plains this form of silence by asserting that "members of marginal 
groups,  even when granted the power of speech, find their voices deval-
3 In Cathy Cohen' s  Boundaries of Blackness ( 1 999) she details the concept of marginal­
ization. Stating that marginal groups are "those who exist politically. socially or economically 
outside of dominant norms and institutions" (Cohen 1 999, 37). It can be argued that this 
marginalization became more evident because of the increased geographical marginalization as 
a result of the increased poverty in America. 
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ued or disrespected, increasing their isolation and alienation from the 
public sphere" (4) . The form of devaluation Hancock describes is preva­
lent in rap music as observed by the numerous discussions to censor rap 
as well as deem it as an illogical, turbulent, nihilistic musical form (Car­
pentier, Knobloch & Zillman 2003 ; Johnson, Jackson & Gatto 1 995 ; 
Johnson, Trawalter & Dovidio 2000; Rubin, West & Mitchell 200 1 ) . 
Observing that music has played an important role in delivering informa­
tion in the Black community, as a form of resistance throughout Ameri­
can history and as force to raise consciousness,  it can be speculated how 
music affects the Black community politically . 
KNOWING POLITICAL RAP WHEN You SEE IT 
Rap covers a broad spectrum of musical styles .  Some rap forms may 
transcend two or more genres .  For instance, some rappers may produce 
songs that are both political and "gangster" such as artists Niggas With 
Attitude (NW A), who elaborate on social issues in one track and in the 
following track, have a song that objectifies women or presents nihilistic 
attitudes .  Political rap is only a component of the larger rap music genre. 
Identifying a subgenre is essential for the understanding of the impact of 
media art forms on political attitude acceptance.  
Describing political music, some have grouped political songs with 
socially relevant songs and labeled them message songs .4 Another 
method is to simply refer to artists who have made some political songs 
and group the artists into a political category (Allen 1 996; Decker 1 993 ; 
Perry 2004; Rose 1 994) . I, on the other hand, do not categorize artists . 
It is my belief that musicians change and grow and they cannot be con­
fined to any specific label. Therefore, an artist such as Trick Daddy who 
began his career rapping with Luke,5 and classifies himself as a "thug6" 
also creates political songs such as "America" and "Thug Holiday."7 For 
this reason my basis of examination are the songs and not the artists . 
Using the songs will allow for inclusion of political rap songs from art­
ists who are not known for producing political rap music. This categori­
zation gives rappers flexibility while still allowing recognition for 
political participation through their voice. Similarly, Mark Anthony Neal 
(2006) describes political songs as songs " . . .  that contained distinct po-
4 Robert Walker ( 1 976) states in his dissertation on B lack music and society that mes­
sage songs are "songs which symbolized solidarity by relating in a specific way" to one or 
more solidarity dimensions (p. 7). 
5 Luke is a popular artist who was often criticized because of his lewd language but he 
is widely known for his creation of bass music. This type of music emphasizes sexual contact 
with underlining bass beats that are often used as party songs in the south. 
6 This classification is indicated by his album titles, Book of Thugs and Thug Holiday. 
7 This song is political because it makes reference to politics and also discusses a social 
problem thereby satisfying two criteria of the definition. 
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litical commentary . . . . " (624) . Nevertheless ,  I argue that political rap is 
more complicated than simply containing a political reference or com­
mentary . I assert that the inclusion of political references is essential to 
identifying political songs,  but these political references must be accom­
panied by other criteria in order to be considered a political rap song . 
While a lot of scholars discuss the existence and importance of po­
litical music, conscious or "message" rap has not been defined by any 
scholar. Case in point, Ernest Allen Jr. , ( 1 996) posits that political rap 
does exist and it has a direct connection to two important nationalist 
sects, The Nation of Gods and Earths and the Nation of Islam.8 He also 
suggests as does Errol Henderson ( 1 996) that message or nationalist rap 
has contributed to greater political and racial consciousness .  However, 
neither of these authors define political rap although both of them give 
examples of rappers they consider present political lyrics .  Decker comes 
the closest to an actual definition of political rap when he divides rap into 
two subgenres, Afrocentric Nationalism and what he calls, a sixties-in­
spired Nationalism.9 However, this categorization is limited only to rap­
pers who espouse a Black Nationalist ideology or B lack Nationalist 
themes. Is it possible for rap artists to present political attitudes other 
than those typically associated with Black Nationalism? If so, how 
should those songs be categorized? Are they no longer political? I offer 
a different criterion for identifying and classifying political rap songs.  
My criterion for identifying political rap was developed initially by 
using those artists who were referenced as political or message rappers . 
Next, I have taken into consideration the varied vague categorizations 
presented in the literature and the specific definition asserted by Neal and 
the Centre for Political Song that suggests a political song must have a 
political reference. Finally, I use a previous categorization that was used 
to identify message music of the civil rights and the Black Power era by 
Robert Walker. Walker used three main criteria to identify message 
songs, which includes 1 )  songs with implicit or explicit ethnic symbols 
8 Allen asserts that there are three categories for political rap, " . . .  ( 1 )  the Islamic nation­
alist orientation of rappers such as Pete Rock and C.L. Smooth . . .  (2) the cultural-political 
nationalism of Public Enemy . . .  and (3) specific, message-oriented expressions embedded in 
the more earthy gangsta rap . . .  "(Allen 1 996, 1 62).  
9 Afrocentric Nationalism is more culturally based using Africa, specifically Egypt, as 
the foundation for Black culture. Decker asserts that Afrocentric Nationalist songs are songs 
that emphasize African culture with empbasis on specific countries the most popular being 
Egypt (Decker 1 993) .  In contrast, the sixties-inspired Nationalism focuses more on political 
and social power. In these songs the artists supports and present rhetoric that was popular 
during the 60s and early 70s. These groups present Black power attitudes and ideas . He 
asserts that these types of nationalisms are separated by whether the ideas were extensions of 
I 960s nationalist rhetoric or whether one agrees that Egypt is the original site of B lack culture. 
He separates these genres by differentiating between time ( l 960s) and space (Egypt) (Decker 
1 993) .  
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2) references "social class problems . . . . " and 3) those that refer "to 
groups other than ethnic or social class . . . . " (Walker 1 975 ,  39) .  
My categorization of political rap is similar to Walker' s classifica­
tion of message songs while I make an original contribution to the dis­
cussions of "message" songs by including rap as a genre of interest and 
emphasizing political references compared to sociological references.  
While messages are asserted in many political rap songs, a song is only 
political if it displays an implicit or explicit political reference in the 
lyrics in addition to satisfying one of two of the other criteria. This pri­
oritization of political references also distinguishes my definition from 
other attempts to categorize rap as message rap . Therefore, political rap 
is rap music that must include the first criteria as well as contain either 
the second or third criteria below: 
The Criterion: Knowing Political Rap When you Encounter It 
1 .  Display political references in the lyrics, such as di­
rectly referencing a political leader, political office/insti­
tution, political activity, political events or political 
position. 
2. Make reference to a social problem or issue and dis­
cuss it in the lyrics, therefore raising awareness about 
specific issues or disparities nationally or globally by 
discussing those issues in lyrics .  
3 .  Advocate a solution to injustices or problems in so­
ciety either through violent or non-violent means. 
The song by popular rap artist Nas, "I Want to Talk to You," if examined 
based on my criteria, is political rap song. We can observe how it fits the 
categorization and label of political rap song by observing the chorus and 
a couple of additional lines from the song. In the chorus Nas raps,  
I wanna talk to the mayor, the governor, the 
motherfucking president 
I wanna talk to the FBI, and the CIA, and the 
motherfucking congressman 10 
Here Nas references the mayor, the governor, the president and other 
political organizations and positions .  This song satisfies the first condi­
tion by displaying political references .  These political references are ex­
plicit references.  All political references may not be explicit. 
Sometimes the political references will be implicit using coded language 
1 0 Lyrics found from www.ohhla.com 
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or a "hidden transcript," a popular element of Black vernacular, such as 
references to the system, the man, or other coded words (Scott, 1 990; 
Gates & McKay, 1 997).  When coded words are present the decoding is 
left to the listener to interpret the meaning of the sequence of words and 
the context in which they are used. Thus,  when words are coded it may 
require more interpretation. Having satisfied the first criteria in order for 
this song to receive the label of a political rap song at least one of the 
other criteria must be met. This song goes on to satisfy the second crite­
ria in the second verse where Nas rhymes :  
Mr. Mayor imagine i f  this was your backyard 
Mr. Governor imagine if it was your kids that starved 
Imagine your kids gotta sling crack to survive 
In this verse N as comments on the social condition of poverty in 
America and what he feels is one of the options of survival for many 
young Black Americans, namely participating in the illegal drug market 
by asking politicians how they would feel and react if their children were 
subjected to that reality of life .  With these three lines Nas has satisfied 
the second category of this criterion by making a reference to poverty, a 
social condition and discussing it in the lyrics .  However, Nas ' song is 
rare because it also satisfies the third condition with the following verse: 
I wanna talk to the man understand 
Understand this motherfucking G-pack in my hand 
In this verse Nas is conveying that he will use weapons or any means to 
make sure he is heard by those political leaders or have access to them. 
Simply attempting to talk to those in higher positions about the situations 
of many African Americans is an example of presenting some solution to 
the injustice he sees in society. However, he is also advocating a call to 
arms in efforts to be heard by the various political institutions and 
politicians. 
This political rap categorization is not a catch all criteria. Some 
songs that may be classified as message songs are not political. Under­
standing that there are differences in subgenres of rap and that rap music 
exposure impacts attitudes, it is essential to classify different subgenres 
of rap music in order to examine what affects the different subgenres 
have on various attitudes. For instance, we know that gangsta rap leads 
to more violent and nihilistic behavior and attitudes but how does politi­
cal rap impact political attitudes (Johnson et al 1 995)? What political 
messages are presented in political rap songs?  Being able to identify 
political rap songs will help us in understanding which Black political 
ideologies are asserted within political rap songs, a specific subgenre of 
the rap genre. Having established a criteria to identify political rap, I 
next turn to the political ideology that is the most prominent within rap 
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music, Black Nationalism (Allen 1 996; Henderson 1 996; Dawson 200 1 ; 
Harris-Lacewell 2004 and Spence 20 1 2) .  
BLACK NATIONALISM 
Black Nationalism is a very old ideology that has survived through 
generational shifts, staying mostly intact through existing and past refine­
ments and definitions.  Some facets of Black Nationalism are a belief in 
self reliance, self determination, and community control (Brown & Shaw 
2002 ; Davis & Brown 2002; Henderson 1 996; Hill-Collins 2006) . Black 
Nationalism as an ideology comprises a set of beliefs that articulate the 
need for the cultural, political , and economic independence of African 
Americans (Karenga 2002). Black Nationalism can be defined as "a 
body of social thought, attitudes and actions ranging from the simplest 
expressions of [Black] ethnocentrism and racial solidarity to the compre­
hensive and sophisticated ideologies of Pan-Negroism or Pan African­
ism" (Bracey, Meier & Rudwick 1 970, xxvi). As Dawson ( 1 994) 
explained "the core concepts behind Black nationalism have historically 
been the development of independent political strategies,  Black and Afri­
can culture, economic independence, and an African American land 
base" ( 1 88) .  Davis and Brown (2002) contend that "nationalism is a sys­
tem of thought that contains two components :  a sense of political solidar­
ity, consciousness of identity, or a common purpose ; and a desire and 
striving for political self-determination" (240) . Similarly Hill-Collins 
(2006) asserts that nationalism requires the ideas of self-reliance, self­
determination and self-definition. Its highly racialized agenda makes it 
one of the dominant ideologies in Black political thought (Walton 1 985 ;  
Dawson 200 1 ) .  
Why Black Nationalism? First, because as Alexander-Floyd (2007) 
and others state, Black Nationalism is "the dominant ideology in contem­
porary B lack Politics," hence it should also be an ideology represented in 
the smaller rap community (3) .  Second, being a Black Nationalist makes 
one more aware of and engaged in issues that affect the Black commu­
nity . The newly acquired interest that results from Black Nationalist atti ­
tudes makes the supporters of these attitudes concerned about political 
and social issues in their communities which affect political behavior and 
participation. Finally, according to Lusane (2004) "the dominant ideo­
logical trend of the rappers is Black Nationalism" (355) .  Consequently, 
many rappers adhere to Black Nationalist ideology that is advanced 
through the teachings of the Nation of Gods and Earths (NOG&E) , popu­
larly known as the Five Percenters (Miyakawa 2005 ; Norfleet 2006).  In 
fact, it has been asserted that the Five Percenters deliberately used rap as 
a means of disseminating their culture, ideas and beliefs (Perry 2004).  
With many of the artists abiding by Black Nationalist ideology plus the 
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continuous references in rap music to Black Nationalist ideology, it is 
reasonable to expect that Black Nationalism will be a supported and ac­
cepted ideology to those who listen to rap and particularly the subgenre 
of political rap. 
A lot of Black Nationalist sentiments that are presented in rap songs 
may not be as blatant as direct references to Black Nationalist leaders, or 
" . . .  repetitive soundbites from Malcolm X . . . . or Louis Farrakhan strewn 
together" (Allen 1 996, 1 6 1 ) . Sometimes the allusions are to Black Na­
tionalist attitudes such as self reliance, self determination, and racial soli­
darity which include identifying injustices to African Americans .  It is 
easier to identify Black Nationalist references in rap songs that specifi­
cally identify Black Nationalist leaders . For instance, in his song "Thug 
Holiday", Trick Daddy references Black Nationalist leaders Malcolm X 
and Louis Farrakhan. He states, 
And, I read your books know all the remixes to the 
bible 
What about a verse for the thugs, a cure for drugs and 
survival 
Let' s add some chapters name them Martin, Malcolm 
and Farrakhan 
Similarly, the rap group Wu-Tang Clan also presented Black Nationalist 
attitudes by directly mentioning Black Nationalist leaders . This song 
that features popular blaxplotation musical artist Isaac Hayes ,  "I Can ' t  go 
to Sleep," opens by discussing police brutality, racial profiling and inter­
actions with the criminal justice system because of drugs in their com­
munity, specifically crack cocaine and the possible government 
involvement with crack being in the Black community . The second verse 
deals with political assassinations and exportation of individuals known 
to be proponents of Black' s civil rights . Based on the lyrics by rapper 
RZA (pronounced rizzah), the listener is informed about politically re­
lated assassinations .  
These lyrics make specific references to three Black Nationalist 
leaders, Clarence the 1 3th X, Malcolm X and Marcus Garvey. The song 
describes the fate of these nationalist leaders as well as other leaders who 
were involved in the progression of race relations in the United States .  I I 
In this verse the listener is prompted to recall famous Black leaders . The 
first leader referenced is Clarence 1 3th X, who is known as the founder 
of the religious sect, the Nation of Gods and Earths (NG&E) and was 
1 1  The reference to the father in the above verse i s  referencing Clarence the 1 3th X who 
i s  known as the father of the Nation of gods and earths or the five percenters. Clarence the 
1 3th X received his name when he was a member of the Nation of Islam. He subsequently left 
the NOI and started Five Percent using many of the teachings from the NOI plus adding some 
of his own ideas (Miyakawa 2005) .  
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shot seven times and killed (Miyakawa 2005) .  The second leader refer­
enced is Malcolm X (EI Hajj MalikEI- Shabazz) ,  former leader and 
spokesperson of the Nation of Islam who was assassinated in the Audu­
bon Ballroom in 1 965 in front of his wife and four children. Next RZA 
mentions Martin Luther King Jr, leader of the Southern Christian Leader­
ship Conference (SCLC) and promoter of non-violent resistance for the 
Civil Rights Movement (CRM) in the United States.  King was assassi­
nated at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis Tennessee in 1 968 surrounded 
by B lack leaders Jesse Jackson and Ralph Abernathy. RZA then refer­
ences another Black Nationalist leader, Jamaica native and the founder of 
the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) and the shipping 
line the Black Star Line, Marcus Garvey. Unlike the other victims in this 
verse ,  Marcus Garvey was not killed but instead was indicted of alleged 
mail fraud, imprisoned and ultimately deported back to Jamaica. Garvey 
was known as the creator of the Black liberation flag (red, black and 
green colors) and as having millions of followers internationally. RZA 
continues on by discussing assassinations of other leaders including John 
F. Kennedy and Medgar Evers . Thus, what RZA does in this verse is 
promotes a remembrance and education of these leaders, their untimely 
deaths and deportation and possible governmental involvement, which 
promotes a distrust of government, especially in aspects of dealing with 
African Americans fight for universal freedom and inclusion. Directly 
identifying nationalist leaders in lyrics can work to prime listeners for 
nationalist views through the invocation of Black Nationalist leaders . 
Contrarily, not all songs blatantly identify Black Nationalist leaders. 
Some songs reference Black Nationalist attitudes such as racial con­
sciousness as expressed in Too Short' s song "The Ghetto ." In this song 
Too Short expresses : 
So much game in a Too Short rap 
Blacks can ' t  be White and Whites can ' t  be Black 
Why you wanna act like someone else? 
All you gotta do is just be yourself 
We' re all the same color underneath 
Short Dog' s in the house you 'd better listen to me 
Never be ashamed of what you are 
Proud to be Black stand tall at heart 
Even though some people give you no respect 
Be intelligent, when you put em in check 
Cause when you ' re ignorant, you get treated that way 
In this verse the rapper expresses his racial pride, which is a prominent 
trait of cultural Black Nationalist sentiment, as well as discusses the rela­
tionships he feels exist between Blacks and Whites .  He details that while 
he is prideful he may not receive adequate respect from other racial 
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groups.  These sentiments demonstrate the internalized marginalization 
and hostility felt by many African Americans which promotes racial con­
sciousness and group cohesiveness .  But racial pride is not the only Black 
Nationalist attitude you can find in political rap songs.  Sometimes the 
allusions are to Black Nationalist attitudes such as self reliance, self de­
termination, racial consciousness and racial solidarity as expressed in 
New York rapper Nas ' s  song, "Black Zombies : "  
In  this song, Nas invokes the Black Nationalist attitude of  self-reli­
ance. Nas advocates Black-owned businesses, banks, and land as remedy 
for dependence on American [white] political, social and economic sys­
tems . In other words, owning, investing and controlling businesses, the 
economy and land, according to Nas, will help end the control, oppres­
sion, and "zombie" -like state of African Americans in America. 
Throughout this song he discusses various ways he believes African 
Americans are "zombies," those without the ability to reason and control 
their own desires, thoughts and actions . While Nas primarily prescribes 
self-reliance and self-determination, he also summons racial conscious­
ness and solidarity . 
More recent and popular political rap songs have also supported and 
presented Black Nationalist attitudes in its lyrics. For instance, rapper 
J adakiss '  2004 political song "Why" was featured on The O 'Reilly F ac­
tor, a right-leaning news show hosted by conservative commentator, Bill 
O' Reilly on Fox News .  O 'Reilly, a vocal critic of rap music, featured the 
song because he believed that it was an "atrocity" and offered a biased 
view of the Republican administration (Heim 2004).  Jadakiss '  song, a 
top 20 single on the Hip-Hop charts, posed many titillating political 
questions about past president George W Bush, the Republican adminis­
tration, the 2000 national election, and the events of September 1 1 , 200 1 
(Heim 2004). After controversy empted over the original version, a 
remix featuring rappers, Styles P, Common and Nas was released. While 
the initial song had foccllsed on the events of 9- 1 1 , the remix touched on 
themes as diverse as partisanship and race, the 2000 presidential election, 
George W. Bush, the war on terror, Barack Obama, Malcolm X,  and the 
education system. More importantly for my purpose here, the remix 
presented aspects of Black Nationalist ideology. For instance, Styles P, 
member of the rap group The L.O.x. with Jadakiss ,  questions, 
Why vote Republican if you Black. . . . 
In this lyric , Styles P questioned the logic of voting for the Republi­
can Party if you are Black, because of the belief that the Republican 
Party does not advance issues relevant to African Americans and 
Michael Dawson' s  linked fate theory which argues that African Ameri­
cans lack of support or allegiance to parties that do not align with issues 
relevant to the Black community (full employment, welfare reform inclu-
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sive of  a guaranteed income, comprehensive health care and minority 
business set asides) regardless of individual class differences (Williams 
2003 ; Dawson 2004; Walton and Smith 20 1 0) 1 2 . In fact, the Republican 
Party has been known to advance implicit racial messages advocating 
against African American participation (Mendelberg 200 1 ) . But Styles P 
was not the only rapper in the remix to assert Black Nationalist senti­
ments in his verse . The recently invited Chicago rapper to the White 
House ' s  poetry event, Common, took it a step further and advocated for 
an administration change. 
Why is Bush acting like he trying to get Osama 
Why don ' t  we impeach him and elect Obama 
Common appeals to Black Nationalist attitudes by suggesting the elec­
tion of then Senator Barack Obama to the office of President of the 
United States, and is thus supporting a Black candidate as a means of 
inclusion and empowerment within the political system, an aspect of 
Black Nationalist sentiments of voting for Black candidates .  Common 
could have proposed another solution to the problem with the Bush ad­
ministration but instead he chose to appeal to Black sentiments and the 
belief that electing a Black official had the potential to eliminate 
problems and gain concessions . Finally, Nas is more obvious with his 
B lack Nationalist appeals by making a direct reference to Black Nation­
alist leader Malcolm X in his verse suggesting that Blacks should con­
tinue Malcolm X ' s  mission. Hip-Hop is therefore inextricably connected 
to Black Nationalist paradigms and philosophies, specifically political 
rap. 
CONCLUSION 
It is suggested that the " . . .  search for Black ideology must begin with 
the oral tradition" and this article examines one aspect of the oral tradi­
tion, rap music, specifically political rap and its relationship with B lack 
Nationalist ideology (Henry 1 990, 7) .  Rap music can frame an idea or 
viewpoint, set an agenda on a political issue as well as prime certain 
ideas or make them more accessible . With Hip-Hop music being situated 
as a popular music source ; its influence on the attitude formation of indi­
viduals is important. 
In research, political scientists rarely include rap as a media outlet 
that provides political information and impacts a person' s  political atti­
tudes .  This article has made the case for the consideration of rap as a 
1 2 Some would argue that because of economic attainment some Blacks should align 
with the Republican party because of their emphasis on tax cuts for members of the upper 
class .  But Dawson concludes that even when economic situations change African Americans 
align with political parties that discuss more issues relevant to them. 
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relevant and powerful factor i n  the formation of political ideology . Rap 
music can frame an idea or viewpoint, set an agenda on a political issue 
as well as prime certain ideas or make them more accessible . Powell 
( 1 99 1 )  asserts that " . .  .in addition to entertainment, rap music provides a 
significant form of informal education for adolescents . . .  that extends 
far beyond the confines of the classroom and into their peer group cir­
cles" (p. 245) .  This atticle provides vital information and examples of 
the relationships between rap music and Black Nationalism. What Har­
ris-Lacewell (2004) contends is correct, there are various avenues 
through which African Americans receive political information that as­
sist in the formation of political attitudes and rap music happens to be 
one of them. 
Why haven' t  we observed this before? One of the possibilities why 
the socialization potential of rap music has not been examined within 
political science is because politically laced rap is not as popular as 
mainstream rap and therefore is not as prominent in mainstream society . 
Another possibility is the actions and attitudes that stem from political 
rap have been attributed to other political sources. However, this is not a 
reason to discount the influence of the subgenre . Understanding 
marginalized communities must include examination of marginalized 
cultural forms within the community . While many aspects of rap are still 
seen as deviant there is an understanding that this cultural art form is also 
important to behavior and attitudes .  With the significant impact Hip­
Hop has not only on American culture, but other cultures, the study of 
the relationship between Hip-Hop culture, rap music, political behavior 
and political ideology is not only necessary in the United States but will 
become more relevant on an international level as Hip-Hop gains 
popUlarity . 
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